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Find the training you need to get the most value out of your Refinitiv solution. Choose from our selection of 

scheduled courses to obtain hands-on, live access to Refinitiv experts. Click on the course title for session times and 

registration. 

 

To browse courses online, please visit https://solutions.refinitiv.com/academy?region=asia 

* For clients in Hong Kong only: it is an eligible CPD course approved by Treasury Markets Association (TMA). 
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Cross Market 

 

Explore Eikon Desktop / Refinitiv Workspace - For Academia 

01-Sep-2021 by Eriko Komatsu 

Join this class to explore Eikon and Refinitiv Workspace content and tools suited for academia. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Introduction to Refinitiv Excel add-on incl. Datastream - For Academia 

02-Sep-2021 by Eriko Komatsu 

Join this class to link and retrieve Eikon and Datastream content of Excel add-on. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Eikon Messenger - Mandatory upgrade for standalone users 

03-Sep-2021 by Kishor Talole 

Standalone Eikon Messenger goes end of life at the end of August. Join this webcast to learn essential information regarding 

different scenarios and replacement Messenger options and requirements. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Factoring ESG data in investment banking* 

07-Sep-2021 by Dianne Gagarino 

With the market leaning towards sustainable investing, this session will cover ways to access ESG indicators in Eikon to 

assess opportunities and risks in making investment banking decisions. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

An Overview of M&A, Equity And Debt Deals in Eikon* 

07-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

Whether you’re an M&A, DCM, or ECM professional, you need the latest news, market, and deals data to drive your 

decisions. Unrivaled transaction data and New Issues Deal coverage – nearly 3.3 million transactions announced in 225 

nations since the 1970s. We cover all your needs in the deal-making workflow, including business strategy and resource 

planning, aggregate trend-spotting, news, league table rankings, company information, and granular deal-level analysis, so 

you can structure better deals, find new opportunities, and climb the league tables. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

An Overview of Aftermarket Research in Eikon* 

07-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

Unmatched Real-Time Research - access Eikon’s real-time research collection of reports collected from nearly 1,300 actively 

contributing providers from 87 countries. The Aftermarket Research Collections provide unique insight, including forecasts 

and opinions from the most sought-after industry experts, and around 16 exclusive sources available only via Refinitiv. These 

reports are a subset of about 30 million items from our overall research archive. The reports from sell-side research analysts 

become available after a brief embargo period from publication (7 days on average). The Aftermarket Research is available 

to investment banks & corporates. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Getting Started with Eikon* 

08-Sep-2021 by Sharon Rigo 

28-Sep-2021 by Rycelle Ann Garcia-Navarro 

Access an incredible depth and breadth of financial analysis data to make smarter decisions. Eikon is a flexible, open platform 

that provides access to an extraordinary range of data and capabilities. 

 

https://solutions.refinitiv.com/academy?region=asia
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7700&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7702&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7387&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-6974&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7401&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7403&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=1-4UJWWGG&lang=en
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Cross Market 

 

An Overview of Different Chart Types in Eikon* 

09-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

Different Chart types in Eikon allow you to chart forward curves, seasonal or cyclical patterns for all instruments, including 

continuation charts. On-the-fly intraday and interday combined with Technical Analysis or Trend lines and Fibonacci 

Retracements. Fundamental time series from equity ratios to economic datasets can be charted alongside any instruments’ 

prices. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Fundamental of Charting: Price and Volume* 

09-Sep-2021 by Euphie Rong 

Be simple or sophisticated, charts are the graphical representation of price and volume in the market. This course is to 

explore the meaning of these two fundamental elements of charting and interpret widely used chart types such as line charts 

and candlestick charts in case studies. This will help participants build a foundation for more advanced technical analysis. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Getting Started with Eikon Data API and CodeBook* 

09-Sep-2021 by Witoon Charoensakworakul 

The Eikon Data API brings a brand-new experience to Eikon users who want to power-up their desktop applications and 

scripts with Refinitiv content. We have released a Python library for users to access Eikon data directly from any application 

running on the desktop. This is ideal for testing models and performing data analysis using the capabilities offered by Python. 

We will demonstrate the use of Python to retrieve pricing, reference data, and news using CodeBook - a cloud-hosted coding 

environment in Eikon. The course will enable participants to learn the use cases of Eikon Data API, how to start using 

CodeBook, and access the resources available in the Refinitiv Developer Community. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

An Overview of Different Equity Fundamentals content for research in Eikon* 

09-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

Reuters fundamental is the most comprehensive company fundamentals data available, covering 99% of global market cap, 

across 150 countries with direct access to the source filing for verification purposes. I/B/E/S estimates covering 22,000 

companies in more than 88 countries. Access granular analysis with industry-specific estimates measures across 12 

industries. Datastream is the world’s most comprehensive financial time series database is loaded with 65 years of 

information, across all major asset classes. Using StarMine’s quantitatively derived outputs to simplify the stock selection 

process, you can make better, faster investment decisions. For example, SmartEstimates places the most weight on recent 

forecasts by top-rated analysts, helping you predict future earnings and analyst revisions. Designed to help you make sound, 

sustainable investment decisions, our ESG investing information covers 80% of the global market cap and 76 countries over 

450 metrics. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Introduction to Corporate Actions 

09-Sep-2021 by Gururaj Kulkarni 

Introduction to Corax Report Template in DataScope Select service 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Extracting valuable Financial Market Insights with Datastream Charting* 

09-Sep-2021 by Bob Kim 

This course will enable the participant to leverage the depth and breadth of Datastream content and embed it into their 

workflow with ease. 

 

https://solutions.refinitiv.com/academy?region=asia
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7405&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7507&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-4743&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7406&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-5301&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-4469&lang=en
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Cross Market 

 

Integrating ESG Data into your analysis* 

14-Sep-2021 by Harish Toshniwal 

ESG funds are seeing huge growth in popularity due to their performance and their appeal to institutional and retail 

investors. By the end of this session, you will understand our ESG offering and methodology within Eikon and be able to 

apply that knowledge to carry out analysis of companies from an ESG perspective as well as being able to view ESG metrics 

across your portfolios and also to carry out screening across ESG themes. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Make the Most Use of News in Eikon* 

15-Sep-2021 by Amelia McEwan 

28-Sep-2021 by Neha Bhan 

This course will enable the participant to leverage news on Eikon for timely and effective market analysis. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Discover Philippine market data in Eikon* 

15-Sep-2021 by Jill Tuble 

This course showcases Philippine key market data and indicators across the foreign exchange, money market, fixed income, 

equity, macroeconomic and commodity markets. Learn how to utilize and leverage the best-in-class collection of live and 

historical data tailored for the Philippine market in Eikon and Eikon Excel. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Deep Dive Into Eikon Excel* 

16-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

The objective of this course is to learn about Eikon Excel. The agenda will be covering Build Formula, Templates, SpeedData, 

Deals, and Screener. The outcome of the course is to enable participants across all asset classes and job functions to be able 

to retrieve and format the data downloaded. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Greater Bay Area – Exploring Opportunities In Eikon* 

21-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

The Greater Bay area is the world’s fastest-growing economy compared to other equivalent bay areas (or deltas). It has a 

larger airport passenger traffic, more airport freight turnover, greater port container throughput, etc. Combined with HK’s 

strengths in services, the GBA’s GDP is easily ranked amongst the top 10 largest in the world. Attend this course to find out 

how you can explore opportunities in the Greater Bay Area by using Eikon. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Analyzing and Understanding Sustainable Finance* 

21-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

In a world that faces growing challenges from climate change and social inequality, Sustainable Finance is growing in 

importance. Sustainable Finance gives market participants a choice to act in a responsible way and to support positive 

change in day-to-day business. Sustainable finance refers to the process of taking environmental, social, and governance 

(ESG) considerations into account when making investment decisions in the financial sector, leading to more long-term 

investments in sustainable economic activities and projects. Over Q1 2021, sustainable finance bonds hit $287bn, which was 

double the issuance levels of Q1 2020. During the same period, green bonds quadrupled to record $131bn – an all-time high 

– as climate climbs the investor agenda. Meanwhile, equity issuance doubled to record $11.2bn, while sustainable M&A 

surged by more than 400 percent. 

 

https://solutions.refinitiv.com/academy?region=asia
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-5051&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-2751&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-6961&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-5511&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7622&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7410&lang=en
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Cross Market 

 

Eikon for Corporate Treasury* 

23-Sep-2021 by Fotios Manolopoulos 

Explore Eikon features and content suited for your workflow.  This course will showcase the feature and content particularly 

useful for the Corporate Treasury function. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

An Overview of Global Infrastructure and Project Finance in Eikon* 

30-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

Over the past two decades, institutional and private investment in public infrastructure has steadily increased. The long-term 

and diversified nature of infrastructure projects, and the strong return profile, have seen the asset class gain interest from 

the fund management and pension fund industry. Infrastructure is set to play a key part in the global economic recovery 

post-COVID-19, with the UK announcing a £350m green recovery budget and President Biden committing to a Green New 

Deal. However, data transparency remains a key obstacle to growth in private sector funding. The world currently faces a 

$15 trillion infrastructure investment gap by 2040. To activate private investment the sector needs standardized, trusted, and 

transparent data to assess performance, returns, and risk. Refinitiv has the most comprehensive set of news, data, insights, 

and analytics available on global infrastructure developments from rumor to close, including deal structuring, financing, risk 

profiling, regulatory compliance, and lender, investor, and advisor profiles. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Understanding Cryptos, DeFi, CBDCs and NFTs in Eikon* 

30-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

Cryptocurrencies and distributed ledger technologies (DLT) attracted the attention of researchers and policymakers. While 

the speculative component of Bitcoin (and other cryptocurrencies) brought in a layer of opacity and mistrust, the fascination 

was enough to generate new activity streams. Global interest in crypto payments is growing, a new Mastercard survey 

suggests — with 40% of consumers polled in the Americas, Asia, the Middle East, and Africa said they are planning to use 

digital assets to make a purchase in the next 12 months. With a growing number of banks making it easier for high net-

worth individuals to buy and sell bitcoin, the number of their private client millionaires investing in bitcoin could skyrocket in 

the future. Its price may follow, as well. Central banks around the world, including in China and Europe, are revving up CBDC 

projects to fend off threats from cryptocurrencies and improve payment systems. 

 

Academia 

Exploring Refinitiv's ESG content & tools - For Academia 

03-Sep-2021 by Eriko Komatsu 

This course will guide you through Refinitiv's ESG content and tools available in both Eikon for Students and Refinitiv 

Workspace for Students. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Getting Started with Refinitiv Eikon for Students 

13-Sep-2021 12:00 by Eriko Komatsu 

This course will guide you through how to utilise Refinitiv Eikon, focussing on Undergraduate, Graduate and Post-Grad 

students' requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://solutions.refinitiv.com/academy?region=asia
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7365&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7408&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7429&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7181&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7710&lang=en
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Academia 

 

Getting Started with Refinitiv Workspace for Students 

14-Sep-2021 12:00 by Eriko Komatsu 

This course will guide you through how to utilise Refinitiv Workspace, focussing on Undergraduate, Graduate and Post-Grad 

students' requirements 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Exploring Refinitiv's ESG content & tools - For Academia 

15-Sep-2021 12:00 by Eriko Komatsu 

This course will guide you through Refinitiv's ESG content and tools available in both Eikon for Students and Refinitiv 

Workspace for Students. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Refinitiv Workspace for Students: Bringing financial intelligence to academic institutions* 

17-Sep-2021 by Sharon Rigo 

Join this course and learn how to maximize the key  features of Refinitiv Workspace for Students which combines exceptional 

data, news and content coverage with cutting-edge web technology that is fast, light and intuitive. 

 

Asset & Wealth Management 

 

Getting Started with Workspace for Wealth Advisors* 

03-Sep-2021 / 17-Sep-2021 by Dianne Gagarino 

This course will take you through the main features of Refinitiv Workspace for Wealth Advisors. You will learn functions such 

as accessing market-moving news, monitoring activities of your portfolio, creating chart and setting up how to tailor-fit your 

workspace with a Layout. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Extracting valuable Industry Insights via Eikon and Datastream* 

07-Sep-2021 by Fotios Manolopoulos 

This course will enable the participant to leverage various analytic tools to gain valuable insights into industries. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

News that Matters: Finding the Information You Want & Need with Refinitiv Workspace for Wealth Advisors 

08-Sep-2021 / 15-Sep-2021 by Yuri Willyono 

In this class, learn how to get up-to-the minute access to the news that matters, that moves markets and provides the 

insight you need for an extra edge.   With more than 10,000 news sources, including Reuters news, Refinitiv offers the 

information you need, now. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Getting started with Portfolio Analytics in Eikon 

09-Sep-2021 by Angelo Lecaros 

This course will enable the participant to leverage PORT apps to create, profile, monitor and analyses portfolios with ease.  

 

 

 

https://solutions.refinitiv.com/academy?region=asia
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7712&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7181&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7225&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7227&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-4657&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7648&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-4419&lang=en
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Asset & Wealth Management  

Analysing and Investing in Bonds in Eikon* 

14-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

Learn practical knowledge beyond fixed income theory by making use of Eikon to invest in the opportunities and risks in the 

bond market to enhance returns. 

This course will enable the participant to learn fixed income theory and leverage on Eikon bond-related apps and content to 

enhance one’s investment quotient and returns. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Introduction to Datastream for Office (DFO) 

14-Sep-2021 by Dan Daryl Gabriel 

Datastream is the most comprehensive economic and financial time series database with access to an unrivaled set of 

historical financial content. In this session, you will learn the capabilities of Datastream for Office (DFO) where you will 

discover how to download Datastream historical data on all asset classes into Excel and build automated models and 

integrate customized calculations. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Analysing And Investing In A Portfolio Using Eikon* 

16-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

The objective of this course is to learn about portfolio analysis and investment. The agenda will be understanding portfolio 

return, risk, diversification, construction, screening, back testing, optimization, risk and return analysis, performance 

statistics, and, rebalancing. The outcome of this course will enable participants to analyse and invest in a portfolio using 

Eikon. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Identifying investment strategies via ESG Analysis in Eikon* 

16-Sep-2021 by Bob Kim 

This course will enable the participant to leverage ESG content on Eikon for its effective equity investments. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Refinitiv Workspace in the eyes of a Relationship Manager 

16-Sep-2021 by Angie Ng  

Using Refinitiv Workspace through the lens of a Relationship Manager. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Extracting valuable Company data with Eikon Excel* 

16-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

30-Sep-2021 by Reshmi Bhattacherya 

This course will enable the participant to leverage the company related database content for effective stock analysis. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Introducing DataStream Charting: tool for your analyses and reports* 

21-Sep-2021 by Dan Daryl Gabriel 

Datastream is the home of historical cross-asset data including over 33 million time series. It is integrated with Eikon to 

provide powerful charting tools. Learn how to create charts and your own layout templates. Discover the search function and 

work with existing chart templates. 

 

 

https://solutions.refinitiv.com/academy?region=asia
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-5083&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7569&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-5535&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-4481&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7625&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-4449&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-6972&lang=en
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Asset & Wealth Management  

Analysing Mega Trends In Equity Investments Using Eikon* 

23-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

The objective of this course is to learn about equity analysis and investment. The agenda will be equity valuation, ratios 

analysis, multiples valuation, relative valuation, style, market regime and structure as well as investment strategies and 

tactics. The outcome of this course will enable participants to analyze and invest in equity using Eikon. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Investing In US Equity Market Using Eikon* 

23-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

Learn practical knowledge about the opportunities, risks, macroeconomic dynamics, and trends of investing in USA equity 

market as well as the ability to enhance returns using proprietary algorithm.  

This course will enable the participant to learn practical knowledge of equity investment in USA as well as utilizing the related 

apps and content in Eikon to enhance one’s investment quotient and returns. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Evaluating the performance of equity and fixed income portfolios with Portfolio Analytics in Eikon* 

23-Sep-2021 by Angelo Lecaros 

This course enables participants to leverage PORT apps in Eikon to evaluate the performance of portfolios and to identify the 

source of alpha with the investment strategies. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Effective Company and Sector analysis with Eikon* 

24-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

29-Sep-2021 by Yogesh Jakka 

This course will enable the participant to leverage Equities related Eikon Desktop Apps for efficient company and industry 

analysis. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Investing In China Equity Market Using Eikon* 

28-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

Learn practical knowledge about the opportunities, risks, macroeconomic dynamics and regulations of investing in the China 

equity market as well as the ability to enhance returns using a proprietary algorithm. 

This course will enable the participant to learn practical knowledge of equity investment in China as well as utilizing the 

related apps and content in Eikon to enhance one’s investment quotient and returns. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Investing In China Bond Market Using Eikon* 

28-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

Learn practical knowledge about the opportunities, risks, macroeconomic dynamics, and regulations of investing in the China 

bond market as well as the ability to enhance returns using a proprietary algorithm. 

This course will enable the participant to learn practical knowledge of bond investment in China as well as utilizing the 

related apps and content in Eikon to enhance one’s investment quotient and returns. 

 

 

 

 

https://solutions.refinitiv.com/academy?region=asia
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-5513&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-5089&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-4777&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-3371&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-5081&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-5091&lang=en
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Commodities  

Capturing Energy market drivers and trending signals with Eikon* 

08-Sep-2021 by Bhavesh Bhuta 

This course will enable the participant to leverage intuitive search tools to gain insights into the Energy Markets. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Layout Creation focused on Energy (15-minute flash course)* 

15-Sep-2021 / 29-Sep-2021 by Rycelle Ann Garcia-Navarro 

This course will highlight layout creation focused on our Energy content that will allow you to monitor prices and news. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Layout Creation focused on Agriculture *15-minute flash course* 

15-Sep-2021 by Rycelle Ann Garcia-Navarro 

This course will highlight layout creation focused on Agriculture content that will allow you to monitor prices and news. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Explore Commodity Trade Flows and Vessel Tracking Capabilities on Eikon* 

17-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course will showcase our trade flow and vessel tracking content. This will assist Eikon users to monitor and the flows 

and analyze the potential impact on the market. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Analyze Commodity Markets with Eikon* 

21-Sep-2021 by Fotios Manolopoulos 

This course will showcase the workflow relevant tools and content that help the attendees to monitor and analyze commodity 

markets. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Download pricing, fundamentals and physical assets data via Excel* 

23-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

Walk through of all necessary functions in Eikon Excel to retrieve prices, fundamentals and physical assets data. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Capturing Commodity and Energy Market Drivers with Eikon* 

27-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course will enable the participant to leverage Eikon desktop apps to effectively analyze overall commodity markets.  We 

will cover market moving factors, fundamentals and Refinitiv assessments and analytics. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Charting Commodity and Energy Data* 

29-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

Learn how to make the most of charts in Eikon. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Eikon Excel for Commodities & Energy* 

30-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

Learn how to download commodities and energy data from Eikon to Excel. We will use Formula builder, dragging & dropping, 

speed data, Interactive Map, Point Carbon and other C&E tools. 

 

https://solutions.refinitiv.com/academy?region=asia
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-4461&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7359&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7228&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-6629&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-7363&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-5953&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-4459&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-5801&lang=en
https://training.refinitiv.com/portal/course.php?coid=W-1923&lang=en
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Customer & Third Party Risk 

World-Check One: Screening with Case Management & Audit 

01-Sep-2021 by Dan Daryl Gabriel 

This session covers Screening, Passport Check, Resolving Matches, Batch Upload, Case Management, and Audit Trail.  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Ultimate Beneficiary Owner Check (UBO Check) 

02-Sep-2021 by Rose Marie Sixta 

World-Check One’s UBO Check, powered by Dun & Bradstreet, brings together comprehensive UBO data and market-leading 

risk intelligence. Enables users to quickly identify the ultimate beneficiaries of any entity and immediately screen them for 

potential risk with trusted, accurate data that delivers a complete screening solution on a single platform. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

World-Check One: Single Name Screening 

06-Sep-2021 by Sharon Rigo 

This session covers single name screening across entity types, how to resolve matches and the different action toolbar icons 

in the Case Summary page. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

World-Check One: Case Management and Audit 

06-Sep-2021 by Rycelle Ann Garcia-Navarro 

This session covers Case Management and Audit starting with the Case Manage page overview, On Going Screening and 

reviewing corresponding matches, action toolbar, audit section and how to export reports. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Vessel Check: Preventing Potential Maritime Risks 

08-Sep-2021 by Sherine Wong 

Delivers a powerful combination of IHS Maritime data and market-leading World-Check Risk Intelligence data. Powered by 

IHS Maritime data; the world’s foremost information and insight provider and this data allowing World-Check users to identify 

vessels and related entities of possible concern. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

A Compliance Analyst’s Guide to Reducing False Positives 

09-Sep-2021 by Sherine Wong 

In this class, we will discuss the various ways you can save time by reducing the false positives generated with each name 

screened. We will discuss the sources within the platform, why it is beneficial to add secondary identifiers, and how you can 

use batch with secondary identifiers to reduce false positives from ongoing screening. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

World-Check One: Zero Footprint Screening 

09-Sep-2021 by Dan Daryl Gabriel 

This session is aimed at both Screeners and Admin users, who wish to screen without an audit trail. We will cover single 

screening, how to reduce false positives and customize thresholds, sources, and other settings. Administrators will also be 

shown how to create and administer groups and users. 
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Customer & Third Party Risk 

World-Check One: Watchlist Screening 

14-Sep-2021 by Mark Rommel Zamora 

The Refinitiv World-Check One Watchlist feature enables you to have a combined screening against Refinitiv World-Check 

Risk Intelligence data with your own internal and/or third-party data sets - all in one platform to help you comply with your 

KYC, AML/CFT obligations. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

World-Check One: Batch Screening 

14-Sep-2021 by Dianne Gagarino 

This session covers batch screening overview across all entity types, batch upload, file specifications and how to review 

matches in the Case Manager. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Discover the Key Benefits of World-Check One On-going Screening (OGS) 

15-Sep-2021 by Rose Marie Sixta 

This course will focus the need for ongoing monitoring and how this feature can help minimize the effort on manual 

screening while staying up-to-date with potential risks each customer risk profile may pose. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

World-Check One Features and Tips 

16-Sep-2021 by Kojiro Niikura 

This session focuses on one or two World-Check One features that can be useful for the users along with the tips that might 

be handy to know. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Making the Most of World-Check Online  

22-Sep-2021 by Mark Rommel Zamora 

This training session will cover effective search options and screening techniques for new and existing World-Check ONLINE 

users. This will include tools to help you better perform your searches, minimize time & effort, and fully utilize the World-

Check Data. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Transforming your screening process with Maker-Checker Workflow 

24-Sep-2021 by Sherine Wong 

Implementing the Maker-Checker workflow may help you minimize remediation errors. In this session, we will tackle how you 

can carry out this task through World-Check One platform for a more robust internal control. 

 

Data & Technology 

Datascope Select Overview* 

23-Sep-2021 by Katheryne Vibal 

Discover our strategic financial data delivery platform and the scope of its content. Learn how to search, query and retrieve 

data in just a few clicks. 
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Equities 

Crash course on Refinitiv Eikon Excel for Equity Market* 

14-Sep-2021 by Sharon Rigo 

Learn how to retrieve data for Equity Market (companies and indices) using Build formula and Refinitiv Speed data. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Eikon Excel for Equities Markets* 

20-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course covers Eikon Excel, showcasing various functions and parameters suited for Equity Market users. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Equity Markets Update - Analyze Recent Developments with Eikon and Workspace 

23-Sep-2021 by Bob Kim 

Join this course for the current equity markets updates.  We will analyze the recent developments with Eikon and Refinitiv 

Workspace tools. 

 

Fixed Income & Rates 

DSS Evaluation Connect – Gain better insight into Evaluated Pricing 

02-Sep-2021 by Girish Saparam 

Connect more efficiently with the Refinitiv Evaluated Pricing Service and gain essential insight into evaluations. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Explore Starmine Credit Risk Models and Implied Rating* 

06-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course will enable the participants to explore our credit content and make the most use of them to analyze the credit. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Extracting valuable Bond and Credit Market Insights with Eikon* 

07-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course will enable the participant to leverage Bond apps and content to efficiently monitor and analyze the bond and 

credit markets. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Eikon Excel for Fixed Income - Credit Focus* 

08-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course covers useful features and content available on Eikon Excel to analyze fixed income markets.  This course will 

focus on credit content. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Monitor New Bond Issues in Eikon* 

08-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course will enable the participant to leverage DCM content to effectively monitor bond supplies. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Curves in EIKON - How to use the Curve chart and built custom curves in the Chart App* 

10-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

You will be able to use the Eikon Curve chart and built your own custom curves using the Chart App. 
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Fixed Income & Rates 

Identifying excess return and minimizing cost for Interest Rate Swap with Eikon Excel* 

10-Sep-2021 by Witoon Charoensakworakul 

This course will enable the participant to leverage Eikon Excel to compute new deal or Mark-to-Market an existing deal 

quickly, and carrying out return and cost comparison with ease. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Eikon Excel for Fixed Income - Rates Focus* 

13-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course showcases useful features and content to monitor and analyze the fixed income market.  This session will focus 

on rates. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Analysing Bond Credit Risks And Defaults Using Eikon* 

14-Sep-2021 by Wilson Teo 

Learn the various techniques in analyzing for bond credit risks, the practical consequences, and the solution to stay ahead of 

any defaults to minimize losses. This course will enable the participant to learn market knowledge of the credit risks of bond 

investment and the essential solution to avoiding any defaults to minimize losses. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Analyze Rates and Money Markets with Eikon* 

14-Sep-2021 by Fotios Manolopoulos 

This course will showcase the workflow-relevant tools and content that help the attendees to analyze rates and money 

markets. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Valuation of Interest Rate Derivatives in Swap Pricer* 

14-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course shall discuss how to utilize the Swap Pricer calculator. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Managing LIBOR Transition - New Risk-free Rates in Refinitiv Eikon* 

21-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

Key information related to the Reform of Interest Benchmark and transition to Risk Free Rates (RFRs) on EIKON. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Bond Analysis and Monitoring with Eikon* 

29-Sep-2021 by Jill Tuble 

This course will enable the participant to leverage calculators like BNDC, BDRE, CONV and ALLQ as well as content like CBPX, 

CMPB, CURV, RV, YMAP, FINIM, IFR, LEAGT, DSCOMP, COCO, DRS, TRACEV, and FIIG to achieve better credit investment 

decision. 

 

FX & Money Markets 

Capturing FX and Money Market drivers and trending signals with Eikon* 

01-Sep-2021 by Jill Tuble 

28-Sep-2021 by Sharon Dsouza 

This course will enable the participant to leverage superior and critical decision-making tools for profit maximization. 
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FX & Money Markets 

Exploring FX Vanilla Option pricing with FX option calculator in Eikon* 

02-Sep-2021 by Vetit Sirasupparakchai 

This course will enable the participant to leverage FX Option Calculator to compute FX option's premium, return and cost 

comparison with ease. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exploring FX Vanilla Option trading and risk management strategies with FX option calculator in Eikon* 

02-Sep-2021 by Vetit Sirasupparakchai 

This course will enable the participant to leverage FX Option Calculator to compute FX option's premium, return and cost 

comparison with ease. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Improving Returns and Minimizing Cost via Zero coupon curve construction and application with Eikon Excel* 

08-Sep-2021 by Witoon Charoensakworakul 

This course will enable the participant to leverage Eikon Excel to compute the present value of any financial instrument of 

predictable cash flow with ease. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Workflow for a Corporate FX Sales 

09-Sep-2021 by Catherine Siah 

This course will showcase the workflow-relevant superior tools and content that enable the participant to monitor and 

analyze FX market for profit maximization. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Eikon Excel for FX Market - Crypto Currencies* 

09-Sep-2021 / 28-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course will showcase some useful features of Eikon Excel to capture and analyze the FX market.  This course will focus 

on Cryptocurrencies. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exploring FX risk management strategies with FX Outright pricer in Eikon* 

15-Sep-2021 by Vetit Sirasupparakchai 

This course will enable the participant to leverage Swap Point and Outright Calculator to compute new deal or Mark-to-

Market an existing deal quickly, and carrying out return and cost comparison with ease. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exploring FX Exotic Option pricing with FX option calculator in Eikon* 

15-Sep-2021 by Vetit Sirasupparakchai 

21-Sep-2021 by Asim Shaikh 

This course will enable the participant to leverage FX Option Calculator to compute FX exotic option's premium, return and 

cost comparison with ease. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Extracting valuable FX and Money Market Insights with Eikon Excel* 

15-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course will enable the participant to leverage FX related Eikon Excel features to effectively analyze pricing information. 
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FX & Money Markets 

Eikon Excel for FX Market - Create FX Forwards Calculator* 

22-Sep-2021 by Satomi Saito 

This course showcases useful features to analyze FX markets.  Using AdFin functions, we will create a cross-forward 

calculator on Excel. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

FXT Dealing: Tips and Tricks, Best Use Cases* 

22-Sep-2021 by Sharon Dsouza 

This course will cover useful features of FX Trading application. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Analyze FX Markets with Eikon* 

28-Sep-2021 by Fotios Manolopoulos 

This course will showcase the workflow-relevant tools and content that help the attendees to analyze FX markets. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Using Eikon Excel for FX, MM and Treasury 

30-Sep-2021 by Pooi Ling Chow 

Allow users to get real time data and historical data in Excel. 

 

M&A and Capital Raising 

First step in becoming an expert on Refinitiv Workspace for Investment Banking* 

01-Sep-2021 / 15-Sep-2021 by Lyza Camille Paraggua 

15-Sep-2021 / 22-Sep-2021 by Dianne Gagarino 

Explore the depth and breadth of Refinitiv Workspace as we explore basic to intermediate apps and pages that will help you 

optimize your workflow. We will be featuring key functionalities and why these are popularly used by Investment Bankers. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exploring investment banking Deals in Eikon* 

07-Sep-2021 / 21-Sep-2021 by Lyza Camille Paraggua 

Join this course to explore the deals content (M&A, equity, bonds, and loans) in Eikon. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Utilizing after market research to discover insights from the most sought-after industry experts 

08-Sep-2021 by /29-Sep-2021 by Dianne Gagarino  

An introduction to Refinitiv's Aftermarket Research Collection. This course will provide an overview of key features available 

in the Advanced Research tool in Eikon 

Research 

Add Depth to your Economic Analysis of the ASEAN region using Datastream 

30-Sep-2021 by Angelo Lecaros 

As a follow-up to our webinar 'ASEAN Economies: The Road to Recovery', this session will discuss how to access the 

expanded ASEAN Economics content within Datastream. Get tips on the best ways to search and use these data sets for your 

analysis, the plot as a chart using Datastream Charting, or download raw data through the Datastream for Office (DFO) Excel 

add-in. 
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Technical Analysis 

Trevor Neil's Technical Analysis Surgery 

17-Sep-2021  

Become a Candlestick Master 

This is part one of three Surgeries on the practical applications of Candlestick charting in your investment and trading 

process. It will be a three-part Comprehensive Course in Candlestick charting skills in the course of three months.  In this 

first Surgery, Trevor Neil will look at Candlestick's place in history and The Sakata Constitution, Honma's appreciation of 

traders' psychology, the long way and the short way to learn Candlestick Patterns, and The 'Original Eight'. In the second 

surgery in October, Trevor will go through the remaining patterns - their form, strength, and the appropriate trading tactics. 

This session will include Trevor's handy Candlestick 'cheat sheet' which he gives to his course attendees.  In the third and 

last Surgery in the series, Trevor will look at using Candlesticks in practice. He will look at trading strategies, which other 

technical analysis complements the trading methods, answers the question, are Candlesticks appropriate in markets with no 

official close? He will share his quotative research on the effectiveness of different patterns and their forecasting hotspots. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Analysing markets using Eikon charts and technical analysis - An introduction* 

20-Sep-2021 by Francisco Solar 

This course will enable the participant to leverage Eikon technical analysis tools while gaining the introductory level of 

technical analysis knowledge. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Analysing markets using Eikon charts and technical analysis - Intermediate* 

21-Sep-2021 by Francisco Solar 

Building on the Introduction course, this course will enable the participant to leverage more Eikon technical analysis tools to 

create popular indicators and trading strategies with ease. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Extracting financial market insight and applied technical analysis with Eikon* 

22-Sep-2021 by Francisco Solar 

Building on Introductory and Intermediate courses, this course will enable the participant to leverage Charting App for better 

insights into the market trends. 
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